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Don’t make me think

How we use the web
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Making sure you got them right

Avoid arguing about usability
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Use a clear hierarchy 

including (sub-)sections
-give every page a name

-make clear where you are

-Pointer

-Text color/boldness

-Breadcrumbs

-‘You are here’-indicator

-Tabs
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Text color
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Bold text
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Breadcumbs/’You are here’
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Principle4
Tabs

- Physical interaction

- Color

- Contrast (color blinds)







Principle5

Include back/reset/home/escape button at any time
-People try out

-Create a fresh start

-Back button accounts for 30-40% of all the web clicks







Principle6

Create overview

-What is this site? (site-ID?)

-What page am I on? (page name)

-What are the major sections on this site? (sections)

-What are my options on this level? (local navigation)

-Where am I in the scheme of things? (“you are here”-indicators)

-How can I search?

-How do I start? (login required?)
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Thank you

Thank you for your attention
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